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Aim of the project (and the talk)

To add a moduli sector to a model of 
SUGRA hybrid inflation
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Inflation

• Exponential explosion of the cosmological scale factor in the very early 
universe.

• Invented to solve the horizon problem, the flatness problem and the entropy 
problem of “Standard” Big Bang Theory.

• Provides seeds for structure formation.
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Inflation (II)

• Inflation can be generated by a scalar field rolling down an almost flat 
potential.

• (A flat potential guarantees negative equation of state, Friedmann equation then gives exponential solution for 
scale factor.)

• So: how to get a scalar field in such a flat potential?

p = −ρ
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Hybrid Inflation

• Hybrid inflation needs two fields: inflaton φ and waterfall H.

• During inflation (arrow 1) φ rolls down slowly while H is in its minimum at H=0. V>0.

• When φ crosses a critical value, H finds a minimum at H≠0 and inflation ends (arrow 
2). V=0.
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Supergravity (SUGRA)

• SUGRA is local supersymmetry (spacetime-dependent SUSY generators).

• Any SUGRA theory is characterized by its superpotential W and Kähler 
potential K, which are functions of the superfields.

• Scalar (F-term) potential given by 

VF = eK
�
DiWKij̄Dj̄W

∗ − 3|W |2
�

DiW = Wi +KiW

(i and j run over superfields)

(covariant derivative)

Q̂ ⇒ Q̂(xµ)
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SUGRA hybrid inflation (Antusch, Dutta & Kostka - hep/ph 0902.2934)

• Model consisting of three superfields H, S and N that can be decomposed in 
real and imaginary parts.

• (Hope to connect N with neutrino superfield and H with GUT-scale Higgslike field.)

• At tree level the N_i field direction is flat thanks to a shift symmetry in K_inf. 
H_R acts as a waterfall field. All other fields find stable minima at 0.

Winf = κS
�
H
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2
�
+
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SUGRA hybrid inflation (II)

• At one-loop level the N_i field direction gets slightly lifted by a Coleman-
Weinberg loop effect.

• SUSY breaking term in W_inf causes mass split in H-multiplet:

• The resulting potential is suitable for hybrid slow-roll inflation.

• During inflation

• After inflation

• All fields in stable minima during and after inflation.

• Large parameter window corresponding to correct CMB power spectrum and 
spectral index.

mHR(NI) +mHI (NI)− 2m
H̃
(NI) �= 0 ⇒ VCW (NI).

Vtree = κ
2
M

4
HR = HI = NR = SR = SI = 0

Vtree = 0 HR = ±M HI = NR = NI = SR = SI = 0
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Moduli stabilization

• This model operates around the GUT-scale.

• If there is an underlying higher dimensional theory, we expect moduli fields 
to appear in the 4D effective action.

• Moduli fields parametrize sizes and shapes of suppressed extra dimensions. 
In the simplest case there is one moduli field to stabilize (volume modulus).

• Can we add an extra moduli field T to the model without spoiling 
inflation?
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• moduli field finds stable minimum

• inflaton field direction flat at tree level

• Coleman-Weinberg loop effect not spoiled

• waterfall mechanism still works

• after inflation V=0

•  all other fields in stable minima during and after inflation

• model observables connect with CMB measurements

Adding the moduli section

We look for an extension of the model

such that

Winf ⇒ Winf +Wmod

Kinf ⇒ Kinf +Kmod
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Moduli stabilization: first try

• Constant W_0 a priori free

• Small uplift (dashed red) of scalar potential needed to have V=0 after inflation. 
(Resulting potential in black.)

• Uplift breaks SUSY explicitly, therefore connection between SUSY breaking 
scale and inflation scale

• PROBLEM: during inflation S-field finds nonzero minimum -> large extra 
contributions to H-masses -> no slow roll potential anymore

Most general (KKLT) approach from string theory:

Wmod = −W0 +Ae−aT

Kmod = −3 ln
�
T + T̄

�

2

plest KKLT models [5] with the superpotential of the
form W = W0 + Ae!a! and with the Kähler potential
K = !3 ln[!+!] provide the AdS minima for the volume
modulus ! = " + i# at finite, moderately large values
of volume. When this potential is supplemented by a
D-type contribution C

"2 from D3 brane [5] or D7 branes
[16], one finds a de Sitter minimum. This simplest KKLT
model has a minimum at some real value of the field !:
! = ", # = 0. This minimum is separated from the
Minkowski vacuum of Dine-Seiberg type at infinite vol-
ume of the internal space by a barrier, which makes the de
Sitter minimum metastable with the lifetime t " 1010120

years.
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FIG. 1: Thin green line corresponds to AdS stabilized poten-
tial for W0 = !10!4, A = 1, a = 0.1. Dashed line shows
the additional term C

!2 , which appears either due to the con-

tribution of a D3 brane or of a D7 brane. Thick black line
shows the resulting potential including the C

!2 correction with
C = 2.6"10!11, which uplifts the AdS minimum to a dS min-
imum. All potentials are shown multiplied by 1015.

Since DiW = 0 in the AdS minimum, its depth is given
by

VAdS = ! 3eK |W |2 . (1)

Here all functions are calculated at " = "cr, where "cr is
the position of the minimum of the potential prior to the
uplifting. We use the units where M2

P = (8$GN )!1 = 1.

Before the uplifting, the potential has only one ex-
tremum, at " = "cr, and its absolute value exponentially
decreases at " # "cr. When we add the term C

"2 , the
minimum shifts upward in such a way that the new dS
minimum is positioned at "0 $ "cr. This means that the
values of the function eK(")|W (")|2 in the minimum of
the e!ective potential remain almost unchanged during
the uplifting. Meanwhile, the value of DiW (") in the
minimum after the uplifting is no longer equal to zero,
but it still remains relatively small, DiW ("0) % W ("0).
At the dS minimum, the total e!ective potential must
vanish, with the accuracy of 10!120. Therefore one has
C
"2

0

$ !VAdS = 3eK |W |2.

The gravitino mass in the uplifted dS minimum is given
by

m2
3/2("0) = eK("0)|W ("0)|2 $ eK("cr)|W ("cr)|2 =

VAdS

3
.

(2)

The gravitino mass can be associated with the strength
of supersymmetry breaking at the minimum where the
total potential is approximately vanishing. Indeed,

VKKLT("0) = VF + VD = |F |2 ! 3m2
3/2 +

1

2
D2 $ 0 . (3)

This yields

3m2
3/2 $

1

2
D2 + |F |2 . (4)

Now let us discuss the height of the barrier VB which
stabilizes dS state after the uplifting. Since the uplifting
is achieved by adding a slowly decreasing function C/"2

to a potential which rapidly approaches zero at large ",
the height of the barrier VB is approximately equal (up
to a factor O(1)) to the depth of the AdS minimum VAdS,
see Fig. 1:

VB " |VAdS| " m2
3/2 . (5)

To complete the list of important features of this
model, let us remember what should be done to use it
for the description of inflation.

The simplest possibility would be to use the extremum
of the potential of the height VB as an initial point for
inflation. A particular realization of this scenario was
proposed in [17]. (In order to do it, it was necessary to
consider a racetrack superpotential with two exponents).
In this case one has an interesting relation between var-
ious parameters of our model and the Hubble constant
during inflation:

H2 $ VB/3 " |VAdS|/3 " m2
3/2 . (6)

One may also achieve inflation by considering dynam-
ics of branes in the compactified space. This involves a
second uplifting, which corresponds to a nearly dS (infla-
tionary) potential added to the KKLT potential VKKLT ,
for example in D3/D7 case [18]. The added potential
should be flat in the inflaton direction, and, according to
[18], it has a "!3 dependence on the volume modulus:

V infl
tot $ VKKLT (") +

V (%)

"3
. (7)

Here % is an inflaton field. The resulting potential as a
function of " is schematically shown in Fig. 2 for di!erent
values of the function V (%). It is apparent from this
figure that the vacuum stabilization is possible in this
model only for su"ciently small values of the inflaton
potential,

V infl
tot

<" c VB " c |VAdS| " c m2
3/2 , (8)

T

(KKLT: hep/th 0301240) 
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Moduli stabilization in SUGRA hybrid inflation
(Mooij & Postma - hep/ph 1001.0664, JCAP 1006:012,2010)

We propose a next-to-simplest (KL) extension:

and find that if we tune W_0 such that 
W≈D_T W≈0 in the minimum of T,

 all demands are fulfilled.

Wmod = −W0 +Ae−aT −Be−bT ,

Kmod = −3 ln
�
T + T̄

�
,

W0 = A

�
bB

aA

�a/(a−b)

−B

�
bB

aA

�b/(a−b)

Vtree = 0 HR = ±M TR = σ
�

HI = NR = NI = SR = SI = TI = 0

Vtree =
κ
2
M

4

σ�3 TR = σ HR = HI = NR = SR = SI = TI = 0During
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(KL: hep/th 0411011) 

no uplift needed!
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Moduli stabilization in SUGRA hybrid inflation (II)
(Mooij & Postma - hep/ph 1001.0664, JCAP 1006:012,2010)

• So, at the cost of one extra exponent and one tuning, inflation works and the 
scales of SUSY breaking and inflation decouple.

W0 → W0 + �w

�w < 0.1− 0.01κM2

• We find that if we can slightly perturb the tuned constant W_0 without 
spoiling inflation.

(corresponds to TeV-scale 
SUSY-breaking)
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Conclusions

• The SUGRA hybrid inflation model we consider is not compatible with the 
simplest moduli extension (KKLT).

• However, the next-to-simplest moduli extension (KL) can succesfully be 
added to the model.

• In this case, GUT-scale inflation can be combined with TeV-scale SUSY 
breaking.
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